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Bag-in-Box IBC:
reduce costs by up to 50%!
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Intermediate Bulk Containers

Intermediate Bulk Containers
Reduce costs by up to 50%
Combo employs the Bag-in-Box concept. A flexible liner bag
safely holds the liquid contents, while a rigid but foldable outer
container protects the bag. Together, they form a highly compact design that maximizes space and pay-load in all modes of
transport, including both the delivery of the filled unit and its
return, once emptied and folded. Studies comparing the Combo
with other bulk packaging solutions demonstrate considerable
cost savings with the Combo. Using the Combo system can
reduce your overall distribution costs by up to 50%.
Simplicity, safety and hygiene
The liner bag is always delivered directly from the production
line, always clean and sterile. There is no need to pre-clean or
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prepare anything before filling; just attach the airtight filling
system and start to fill.
The inside of the liner is in vacuum. When filled, it therefore
creates a sealed volume of liquid, completely protected from
contact with oxygen.
During emptying there will be no oxidation. This guarantees that contents are not contaminated, and that none are
wasted. When filled, the Combo is a safe and tight unit, dust
and watertight.
The containers are very tough - designed to withstand
impacts, stresses and strains that occur during road, rail
and sea journeys. They can be stored for long periods outdoors, and also in freezer rooms.
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Transport and deliver

Stack and store

ComboLife™ 285
Internal volume 1060 l
External dimensions 1155 x 1155 x 1132 mm

Easy to fill and empty.

ComboLife™ 65
Internal volume 250 l
External dimensions 809 x 609 x 833 mm

EXAMPLE OF A SEGMENT THAT WE WORK IN...
PRESENTING – COCA-COLA
Schoeller Arca Systems’ “Combo” efficiently carries Coca-Cola
concentrate to McDonald´ s restaurants all over the world. Based on
a 250 litre plastic foldable bag-in-box, this system was specifically
developed for soft drinks products and the Coca-Cola Company’s
distribution needs. Fibre-free containers make product handling
easier, safer and more hygienic, while reducing both costs and waste.
Results
The customer’s switch from 20 liter bag-in-boxes to the Combo
bag-in-boxes that began back in 2002, will soon be completed in
Europe. Meanwhile, Coca-Cola is exploring the possibility of
employing this system in other parts of the world.
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